Difficulties facing first-year medical students at Umm Alqura University in Saudi Arabia
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ABSTRACT This study investigated medical students’ study habits and perceptions of learning difficulties during their first year of study. A specially-designed questionnaire was answered by 165 second-year medical and medical science students at Umm Alqura University in Saudi Arabia. Out of the 7 difficulties listed in the questionnaire, students ranked peer competition first, followed by poor English language skills. Male students ranked peer competition as the top difficulty whereas females ranked it fourth. A majority of students were dissatisfied with the passive, lecture-based method of teaching and wanted the English language curriculum to be improved by more emphasis on conversation skills. Early introduction of the concept of active learning and effective studying habits is needed.
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Introduction

The relevance of an educational programme is a concern for curriculum designers. Lack of interest and increased stress levels are typical problems faced by students when they perceive courses as lacking in relevance to their studies. Learning interventions that are directly based on students’ needs, promote student participation, and are largely student-driven have been shown to enhance students’ performance [1].

Students enter the medical college of Umm Alqura University in Saudi Arabia directly from high school at an average age of 18 years. The school system relies mainly on teacher-based activities, examinations based on regurgitation of memorized information and norm-referenced tests to evaluate students. As a result, most of the students acquire passive learning habits. The secondary school system in Saudi Arabia uses the Arabic language as the primary language for education; English is taught as a second language, starting in grade 7. As the medical school curriculum is taught in English, all first-year students, regardless of their language proficiency level, receive an intensive course in English along with their other premedical requirements.

When they join university students are faced with increased academic demands and quickly realize that they need to develop appropriate learning skills. Many capable medical students experience frustration and failure [2]. While introductory learning skills courses are common in many international medical schools, few medical schools in the Middle East have such courses. At Umm Alqura University we planned to design a learning skills course for our first-year students of medicine and medical sciences to introduce the principles of active learning. To inform the design of the course, we surveyed second-year medical and medical science students about the difficulties they faced during their first year and their study habits.

Methods

All second-year medical and medical sciences students (graduation class 2009) in Umm Alqura University, Mecca, Saudi Arabia were asked to answer a questionnaire designed by the authors. A total of 270 students were surveyed in October 2006 (128 males and 142 females), comprising 153 medical students and 117 medical science students.

In the first part of the questionnaire, students were presented with a list of 7 common difficulties faced by students and asked to rank them according to the degree of difficulty they faced in their first year, from 1 (most difficult) to 7 (least difficult). The items were based on the results of interviews with a group of medical students from different classes carried out by the authors. The second part was divided into questions about learning styles and study habits: their own beliefs about the difficulty and workload of the first-year course (3 items); difficulties they experienced with aspects of the first-year course (8 items); how they communicated with instructors during teaching sessions (4 items); what self-study strategies would facilitate their learning (3 items); and ways in which the university could organize courses to facilitate learning (9 items). Students were asked to answer each statement as yes, no or don’t know. Two open-ended questions about additional difficulties were included. All questions were in English.

A pilot sample of medical students evaluated the simplicity of the questionnaire language and the time needed to complete it and adjustments were made based on their recommendations. The questionnaire was distributed to second-year students after their classes. Students were asked to answer and return it immediately to one of the supervisors. Most students needed around 30 minutes to complete the questionnaire.

The data were entered in Microsoft Excel software and the Student t-test was used to assess significant differences based on sex. P value < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Of the 270 students surveyed, 165 responded (89 females and 76 males; 119 medical students and 46 medical science students). The overall response rate was therefore 61% (62% among females and 59% among males). More students of medicine responded (78%) than medical science students (39%).

A majority of students considered peer competition to be the greatest difficulty facing them in the first year (mean rank 4.28 out of 7) (Figure 1). English language skills were rated second (mean rank 3.95). Difficulty of the subjects was ranked third (mean rank 3.78), followed by lack of information resources (mean rank 3.76) and the large amount of academic work (mean rank 3.70). Lack of time for social life (mean rank 3.13) and stress related to courses (mean rank 2.77) were the lowest ranked items.

When analysing the data by sex, peer competition was ranked first as a difficult faced by male students (mean rank 5.17) whereas female students ranked it fourth (mean rank 3.52) ($P < 0.05$) (Figure 2). On the other hand, English language was ranked first as a difficulty by female students (mean rank 4.09). More female students than male students felt they were facing a high academic workload (mean ranks 4.01 and 3.33 respectively) ($P < 0.05$). Furthermore, more male students than female students thought the subjects were too difficult (mean ranks 4.16 and 3.45 respectively) ($P < 0.05$).

Half of the students (51%) agreed that the courses taught in the first year were hard, 61% that the courses were time-consuming and 47% that their results did not reflect the amount of
Figure 1 Mean ranking of 7 difficulties facing medical and medical sciences students during first-year medical school ($n = 165$ students)

Figure 2 Mean ranking of difficulties facing male and female medical and medical sciences students in first-year of medical school ($n = 76$ males; $n = 89$ females). *Statistically significant differences were found between males and females regarding peer competition, increased academic demands and subjects are too hard ($p < 0.05$).
of each teaching session (80%). Many wanted more feedback on their own performance (75%) and 74% wanted to be divided into smaller groups during teaching sessions. More than half of the students wanted a different approach to teaching than lectures (60%) and more help with using library and online services (55%); 60% agreed that extracurricular activities would help to bond students and instructors.

Several suggestions resulted from analysing open-ended questions. A majority of students thought that the English language curriculum should be improved, with more emphasis on conversation skills. First-year course instructors should speak both Arabic and English languages. A majority of students were dissatisfied with the passive, lecture-based and traditional way of teaching; they wanted to be involved in the learning process and to have more chance to ask questions during teaching sessions.

Discussion

Needs analysis can be used to identify problems in the educational process. Learners remain a valuable resource that should be utilized by curriculum planners to diagnose problems in course design and delivery. The findings of this study will help us to design a learning skills course that should meet the needs of our students.

Learning skills courses are intended to prepare students to cope with the new learning environment in medical colleges and its challenges. Significant numbers of first-year medical students report little experience, particularly in IT skills and library research [3]. Essay writing and oral presentation are also rarely practised [3]. Students in the majority of medical schools in the Middle East are left alone to face this new, challenging environment. Inability to cope with these changes leads to a high drop-out rate from courses. Even at higher levels, the causes of academic failure are widespread and range from deficient learning skills to financial, domestic and emotional problems [4]. A great majority (85%) of our students recognized the importance of introducing a learning skills course that would help in the transitional phase to meet the challenges of university life. Most of them (80%) also recognized the need to provide a proper mentoring programme in the college to help students overcome their academic problems.

Students in this study considered peer competition to be the top difficulty facing them in the first year. The assessment process in their schools was probably focused on comparisons between students rather than specific achievement levels. This has resulted in the overwhelming concern of our students being the performance of their peers. In contrast, a review of stress in undergraduates noted that peer competition was one of the least common sources of stress among undergraduates [5]. Our medical college therefore needs to implement strategies to solve this problem. Developing valid and reliable assessment methods and enhancing the educational environment [6] are probably initial steps.

Lack of fluency in the language of instruction can form a barrier to medical education [7]. It has been reported that many nurses from non-English speaking backgrounds are at high risk of failure in university programmes [8]. Few studies have investigated clinical experiences of students from non-English speaking backgrounds and strategies to support their learning. In an Australian university unsatisfactory spoken language fluency was associated with poor performance in medical communication skills under examination conditions [9]. English was considered one of the top difficulties facing our students during their first year. Students clearly felt the need for an improved English language curriculum in our college with more focus on conversation skills. They also suggested that
first-year instructors must speak both Arabic and English languages. In another Australian study, medical students experiencing English language difficulties were allocated to a faculty-based language development programme for up to 2 years [10]. Similar approaches can be adopted in our college.

Stress is common among medical students. The one-month prevalence of mental distress among medical students in one college in Ethiopia was found to be 32.6% [11]. The same study showed that the risk of mental distress decreased over the first year of medical school. Other studies suggested that stress and anxiety are major causes of cognitive dysfunction and poor academic performance in university students [12,13]. Another study linked evidence of students’ dissatisfaction with unchallenging lectures [18] and that student concentration in lectures rose sharply to reach a maximum after 10–15 minutes and fell steadily thereafter [19]. Nevertheless many medical colleges still use traditional methods of teaching.

An interesting finding in our study was that a majority of our students considered themselves to be shy: 53% reported never asking questions or interacting with instructors during lectures. Only 46% would interact if they did not understand something. Passive learning is an expected outcome with large-group teaching formats [20]. Active participation of learners in any learning intervention is a key factor for effective learning. Our students’ perceptions of the learning process needs to be changed. They need to be oriented to the concepts of deep and superficial approaches to learning. A majority of our students did not prepare in advance for their lectures and tended not to seek information beyond what was mentioned during lectures. These are classic examples of a superficial approach to learning.

The results of studies on gender differences in the experiences of medical students vary. A study in India concluded that stress did not vary significantly based on sex [21]. In an Iranian study, stress was associated with female sex [22] and in a study in Austria male sex was one of the factors that contributed to academic success in medical students [23]. In our study, significantly more female students were concerned about the academic workload than were males. They found more difficulties in keeping up with the required reading and in remembering information. Males on the other hand were more concerned about peer competition. In one study, academic factors were the highest perceived cause of stress in medical students regardless of sex [21].

There are some limitations to our study. It was based on self-reporting which may be a source of bias in the responses. The study was carried out in only one medical college in Saudi Arabia so the results cannot be generalized to other medical colleges. Nevertheless the study does shed some light on issues related to first-year medical students studying medicine in English language.

Medical colleges in Saudi Arabia should consider needs analysis studies to inform changes in educational strategies. Learning skills courses are clearly desired by our students. These courses should prepare Saudi medical students to overcome difficulties facing them such as peer competition. These courses should also build active study skills and develop a deep approach to learning. Based on our findings, the English language curriculum requires revision and new teaching methods should be employed.
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Operational research in tropical and other communicable diseases: final report summaries 2007-2008

Operational research is crucial for identifying ways to increase access to timely diagnosis and effective treatment. It involves the evaluation of programme implementation, leading to improved policy-making, better design and operation of health systems, and more efficient methods of service delivery. The Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean supports operational research in tropical and other diseases through the UNICEF/UNDP/World Bank/WHO Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR) supported Small Grants Scheme. The scheme encourages collaboration between national control programmes and researchers from academia. The aim of the series is to disseminate the results of the operational research projects supported by the scheme with the ultimate goal that they are translated into the policies and practices of national control programmes.

The report is available in English and can be downloaded at: http://www.emro.who.int/publications/Book_Details.asp?ID=1040.